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DESERT COLLECTION
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Military style and eco-sustainable 
materials define the Desert collection, 
made from recycled plastic fabric and 
characterized by unique and refined 
elements, such as large trolley wheels, 
some innovatively positioned shoulder 
straps, camouflage linings and tone-
on-tone cords. The Desert line includes 
two backpacks, with or without a hood, 
two shoppers that can be converted 
into backpacks, and three travel bags 
with or without wheels.



DESERT COLLECTION DESERT COLLECTION
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BKDES1314-BX
8020252168718

BKDES1314-VM
8020252168732

28 x 37 x 15 cm
Laptop 13”,
Laptop 14”

BKDES1314-B
8020252168695

BKDES1314-BK
8020252168671

BKDES15-B
8020252168770

BKDES15-BK
8020252168756

BKDES15-VM
8020252168817

30 x 42,5 x 17,5 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

BDESBKSH-M-BX
8020252168954

BDESBKSH-M-VM
8020252168978

35 x 42 x 8 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

BDESBKSH-M-B
8020252168930

BDESBKSH-M-BK
8020252168916

BDESBKSH-L-BK
8020252168831

BDESBKSH-L-B
8020252168855

39 x 44 x 11 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

BACKPACK 14”

BACKPACK 15”

SHOPPER M

SHOPPER L

Military-style backpack made 
with fabric produced from 
recycled plastic and featuring 
a drawstring closure and hood. 
The large internal compartment, 
the size of which can be 
adjusted with two straps, is 
equipped with a laptop pocket. 
The refined style and well-
organized pockets, including 
two on the front and two lateral 
pockets for accessories, make it 
multifaceted and perfect for any 
occasion.

Military-style backpack made 
with fabric produced from 
recycled plastic. The large 
internal compartment, the size 
of which can be adjusted with 
two side straps, is equipped 
with a laptop pocket. The 
refined style and well-organized 
pockets, including three on 
the front as well as a security 
pocket on the back, make it 
multifaceted and perfect for any 
occasion.

Military-style shopper that 
converts into a backpack made 
of fabric obtained from recycled 
plastic. The slim profile of the 
interior compartment still offers 
ample carrying capacity and is 
equipped with a laptop pocket. 
The refined style and well-
organized pockets, including 
one on the front and two on the 
back, make it multifaceted and 
perfect for any occasion. 
Comes with a shoulder strap.

Military-style shopper that 
converts into a backpack made 
of fabric obtained from recycled 
plastic. The slim profile of the 
interior compartment still offers 
ample carrying capacity and is 
equipped with a laptop pocket. 
The refined style and well-
organized pockets, including 
two on the front and two on the 
back, make it multifaceted and 
perfect for any occasion. 
Comes with a shoulder strap.



DESERT COLLECTION DESERT COLLECTION
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BDESBKWE-B
8020252169012

BDESBKWE-BK
8020252168992

WEEKENDER

30 x 55 x 23 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

BTRDES-S-BK
8020252169074

TROLLEY S

30 x 55 x 23 cm

BTRDES-L-BK
8020252169098

TROLLEY L

37 x 70 x 30 cm

Weekender travel bag that can be 
carried like a backpack features 
a large internal compartment and 
double access opening. 
The refined and unusual style, 
due to the special shoulder-strap 
construction and the excellent 
spatial organization, make it 
multifaceted — just right for both 
long and short trips. Comes with 
removable shoulder strap.

Two-wheeled carry-on trolley, 
made with fabric produced from 
recycled plastic, can also be 
carried like a backpack. The 
refined and unusual style, due 
to the innovative shoulder-
strap construction, the two 
large wheels, and the excellent 
spatial organization, make it 
multifaceted — just right for 
both long and short trips.  

Two-wheeled check-in trolley, 
made with fabric produced 
from recycled plastic, can also 
be carried like a backpack 
when necessary. The refined 
and unusual style, due to the 
innovative shoulder-strap 
positioning, the two large 
wheels, and the excellent 
spatial organization, make it 
multifaceted — just right for 
both long and short trips.  



IRON COLLECTION
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Inspired by the concept of a toolbox 
converted into a travel trolley, with 
or without wheels, the Iron collection 
features well-defined design, o�ered in 
three di�erent colors. Characterized by 
two polycarbonate shells, defined by 
industrial-style details in relief, which 
contrast with the roomy construction 
of the internal compartment, the Iron 
trolley is available in both carry-on and 
check-in sizes. 



IRON COLLECTION IRON COLLECTION
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BTRIR-M-AX
8020252168657

BTRIR-S-AX
8020252169807

TROLLEY 40L

BTRIR-S-VM
8020252169845

39 x 55 x 21 cm

TROLLEY 72L

BTRIR-M-VM
8020252168633

41 x 67 x 28 cm

BTRIR-S-BK
8020252169821

BTRIR-M-BK
8020252168619

Four-wheeled carry-on trolley 
designed with an industrial 
look, characterized by two light 
and durable polycarbonate 
shells. The ample internal 
compartment features a 
zippered fabric separator 
equipped with spacious 
pockets, and a double strap to 
secure clothing. TSA Closure.

Four-wheeled check-in trolley 
designed with an industrial 
look, characterized by two light 
and resistant polycarbonate 
shells. The ample internal 
compartment features a 
zippered fabric separator 
equipped with spacious 
pockets, and a double strap to 
secure clothing. TSA Closure.



TED COLLECTION
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Backpacks and trolleys in refined and 
sometimes bright colors are typical 
of the Ted collection, ideal for travel 
and leisure. This collection includes 
two di�erent-sized backpacks, made 
from recycled plastic materials, and a 
polycarbonate carry-on trolley, the Ted 
collection is available in five di�erent 
colors.



TED COLLECTION TED COLLECTION
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BKTED11-CR
8020252168350

BKTED11-VM
8020252168374

BKTED11-BS
8020252168336

BKTED11-BK
8020252168312

BACKPACK 11”

BKTED11-Y
8020252168398

22,5 x 32,5 x 10 cm
iPad Pro 11”,
Tablet 11”

BKTED1314-CR
8020252168459

BKTED1314-VM
8020252168497

BKTED1314-BS
8020252168435

BKTED1314-BK
8020252168411

BACKPACK 14”

BKTED1314-Y
8020252168473

29,5 x 41 x 13 cm
Laptop 13”,
Laptop 14”

BTRTED-S-CR
8020252168558

BTRTED-S-VM
8020252168596

BTRTED-S-BS
8020252168534

BTRTED-S-BK
8020252168510

TROLLEY 40L

BTRTED-S-Y
8020252168572

39 x 55 x 21 cm
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Small, sporty backpack made 
from recycled plastic material. 
Featuring a roomy central 
compartment, the smaller 
version of the Ted backpack 
is equipped with an internal 
pocket for a tablet and a front 
pocket for accessories. On the 
back is a trolley strap which 
allows you to attach it to a 
trolley.

Sporty backpack made from 
recycled plastic material. 
Featuring a roomy central 
compartment, the Ted backpack 
is equipped with an internal 
pocket that fits laptops up to 14” 
and an accessories pocket on 
the front. On the back is both a 
security pocket and trolley strap 
which allows you to attach it to a 
trolley.

Four-wheeled, polycarbonate 
carry-on trolley featuring double 
vertical and horizontal handles.
The roomy interior space has 
a zippered separator and a 
double strap to secure clothing. 
TSA Closure.



AGO ECOLLECTION
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The theme of the Ago line is travel, 
a story explored through versatile 
and functional products that are 
also perfect for the urban traveler. 
Produced in eco-friendly materials, 
extracted from recycled plastic, the 
Ago collection is built around an 
elegant mélange fabric, decorated with 
jacquard woven tape and PU 
leather-look accents.



AGO ECOLLECTION

BACKPACK 13”BKAGO13-BK
8020252120082

28 x 39 x 13 cm
MacBook Air 13”,
MacBook Pro 13”,
Laptop 13”

BACKPACK 15”BKAGO15-BK
8020252120280

34 x 45 x 15 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

BAG 15”BAGO15-BK
8020252120723

46 x 35 x 10 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

AGO ECOLLECTION

WEEKENDERBAGOWE-BK
8020252120747

55 x 39 x 18 cm

SHOPPERBAGOSH-BK
8020252120761

35 x 29 x 8,5 cm
MacBook Air 13”,
MacBook Pro 13”,
Laptop 13”

Non disponibile / In fase di restyling
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MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

Backpack made of mélange fabric 
produced from recycled plastic. 
The Ago backpack features a 
large interior compartment and 
perfectly organized storage 
pockets. There is a dedicated, 
separate space at the back for 13” 
laptops.

Large travel backpack made of 
mélange fabric produced from 
recycled plastic. The interior 
compartment is very roomy and 
convenient. There is a dedicated, 
separate space at the back for 15” 
laptops.

Roomy bag made of mélange 
fabric produced from recycled 
plastic. With its square design, the 
lightweight Ago bag features a 
double internal pocket for laptops 
and tablets. The shoulder strap is 
adjustable and detachable.

Roomy weekender bag made of 
mélange fabric produced from 
recycled plastic. The Ago travel 
bag features a large interior 
compartment designed to hold 
clothing and personal belongings. 
The shoulder strap is adjustable 
and detachable.

Shopper made of mélange fabric 
produced from recycled plastic. 
Compact, lightweight, and with 
a convenient, spacious internal 
compartment, the Ago shopper 
features a double inside pocket for 
laptops and tablets.



CROSSBODYBAGOCB-BK
8020252121676

20 x 34 x 2 cm

SECOND SKIN 13” / 14”BFAGO1314-BK
8020252121690

34 x 24,5 x 3 cm
Laptop 14”

SECOND SKIN 15” / 16”BFAGO1516-BK
8020252121720

38,5 x 27,5 x 2,5 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

AGO ECOLLECTION AGO ECOLLECTION
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Beautifully-designed, sporty 
crossbody bag made of mélange 
fabric produced from recycled 
plastic. Suitable for a diverse 
public, the space inside the Ago 
Crossbody is intelligently divided, 
the pockets are well-organized 
and it features an adjustable strap.

Stretchy, mélange e�ect, 
neoprene case for laptops. 
Equipped with Anti-Slip System® 
and two angular flaps designed 
to secure the device, the Second 
Skin® Mélange features a 
scratch-resistant interior and it also 
fits snugly thanks to its flat-lock 
stitching.

Stretchy, mélange e�ect, 
neoprene case for laptops. 
Equipped with Anti-Slip System® 
and two angular flaps designed 
to secure the device, the Second 
Skin® Mélange features a 
scratch-resistant interior and it also 
fits snugly thanks to its flat-lock 
stitching.



LET ME OUT ECOLLECTION
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Italian design and eco-friendly 
materials are the stand-out features of 
the Let me out line of foldable bags, 
backpacks and waist packs. Made with 
recycled-plastic fabrics, this collection 
has loads of personality.
Let me out goes beyond the traditional
‘space-saver’ concept to meet the 
needs of a highly diverse and dynamic 
audience.



BKLMO-B
8020252120846

BKLMO-VM
8020252160934

30 x 44 x 18 cm

BKLMO-BK
8020252120815

FOLDABLE BACKPACK

BLMOSH-B
8020252120938

BLMOSH-VM
8020252160965

41,5 x 43,5 x 14 cm

BLMOSH-BK
8020252120907

FOLDABLE SHOPPER

LET ME OUT ECOLLECTION

BLMOWE-B
8020252121027

BLMOWE-VM
8020252160996

45 x 42 x 26 cm

BLMOWE-BK
8020252120990

FOLDABLE DUFFLE

38 x 80 x 10 cm

BLMOUB-BK
8020252121089

FOLDABLE SADDLE BAG

LET ME OUT ECOLLECTION
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Super lightweight foldable 
backpack, made of fabric 
produced from recycled plastic. 
Easily converted into a flat pocket, 
the Let Me Out backpack is 
equipped with a trolley strap, a 
convenient web-strap handgrip 
with all-over print, and an
easy-access pocket.

Super lightweight foldable 
shopper, made of fabric produced 
from recycled plastic. Easily 
converted into a flat pocket, 
the Let Me Out shopper – with 
drawstring closure – features a 
convenient external pocket and 
long shoulder straps of printed 
webbing.

Super lightweight foldable 
weekend du�e made of fabric 
produced from recycled plastic. 
Easily converted into a flat pocket, 
the Let Me Out du�e bag features 
convenient handles. The all-over 
print on the webbing gives the 
product a sporty-elegant vibe.

Lightweight, foldable trolley 
saddlebag made of fabric 
produced from recycled plastic. 
Easily converted into a flat pocket, 
the Let Me Out saddlebag is quite 
useful as an extra bag as it can 
become, as needed, a container 
to be tucked into the trolley, 
increasing its capacity.



BLMOOR-B
8020252121201

BLMOOR-VM
8020252161054

BLMOOR-BK
8020252121171

FOLDABLE ORGANIZER

BLMOWB-B
8020252121294

BLMOWB-VM
8020252161085

22 x 14 x 7 cm

BLMOWB-BK
8020252121263

FOLDABLE WAIST BAG

BLMOCB-B
8020252121386

BLMOCB-VM
8020252161115

25 x 13 x 4 cm

BLMOCB-BK
8020252121355

FOLDABLE CROSSBODY

LET ME OUT ECOLLECTION

36 x 26 x 10 (L)
29 x 20 x 8 (M)
34 x 40 x 3 (Sack)

LET ME OUT ECOLLECTION
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Super lightweight foldable 
luggage organizer, made of fabric 
produced from recycled plastic. 
Composed of three di�erent 
pieces, two containers for clothing 
and one bag, the Let Me Out 
luggage organizer set can be 
tucked into a handy little pocket.

Super lightweight foldable
waist-pack, made of fabric 
produced from recycled plastic. 
Easily converted into a flat 
pocket, the Let Me Out waist bag 
features an external pocket and 
an adjustable waist strap. The 
small size makes it a great travel 
product.

Super lightweight foldable 
Crossbody bag, made of fabric 
produced from recycled plastic. 
Easily converted into a flat pocket, 
the Let Me Out Crossbody bag 
features an external pocket and an 
adjustable strap. The all-over print 
on the narrow decorative webbing 
gives the product a sporty-elegant 
vibe.



PLANET AGS COLLECTION
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The anti-gravity system is inspired by 
the ancient Chinese “Bian Dan”, a way 
of carrying two containers of similar 
weight on a pole made of bamboo, 
a flexible material able to reduce the 
sensation of heaviness. With the elastic 
movement of the shoulder straps, our 
AGS System reduces the sti ness of 
the back and neck muscles, bu ering 
the pressure of the backpack’s load 
through an even distribution of the 
weight between your hips
and shoulders.



PLANET AGS COLLECTION

BKLUN15-AGS-B
8020252161146

BKTER15-AGS-B
8020252161160

LUNA GRAVITY 15”

TERRA GRAVITY 15”

33 x 45 x 11 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

33 x 47 x 17 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

BKLUN15-AGS-BK
8020252118317

BKTER15-AGS-BK
8020252118430

PLANET AGS COLLECTION

BKSOL17-AGS-B
8020252161184

BKMAR15-AGS-BK
8020252118379

BKMAR15-AGS-B
8020252118362

MARTE GRAVITY 15”

SOLE GRAVITY 17”

34 x 49 x 19 cm
Laptop 17”

33 x 47 x 17 cm
MacBook Pro 16”, 
Laptop 15.6”

BKSOL17-AGS-BK
8020252118294
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Backpack for 15.6” laptops and 
16” MacBooks, equipped with 
our anti-gravity system, an 
elastic kind of suspension in 
the shoulder straps designed 
to reduce the weight on the 
shoulders and the back when 
your body is moving.

Backpack for laptops up to 
15.6” and MacBooks up to 16”, 
equipped with our anti-gravity 
system, an elastic kind of 
suspension in the shoulder straps 
designed to reduce the weight on 
the shoulders and the back when 
your body is moving.

Backpack for 15.6” laptops and 
16” MacBooks, equipped with 
our anti-gravity system, an 
elastic kind of suspension in 
the shoulder straps designed 
to reduce the weight on the 
shoulders and the back when 
your body is moving.

Backpack for laptops up to 
17” and MacBooks up to 16”, 
equipped with our anti-gravity 
system, an elastic kind of 
suspension in the shoulder straps 
designed to reduce the weight on 
the shoulders and the back when 
your body is moving.



PLANET COLLECTION
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A collection of contemporary designer 
backpacks made with high-density 
fabric and very well organized, both 
inside and out. The extra-roomy main 
compartment is equipped with a 
padded pocket for laptops, designed 
to ensure good protection. The 
ergonomic back is enhanced with 
padded mesh elements, adjustable 
shoulder straps, a security pocket 
and a trolley strap. The cords are 
embellished with an all-over
tone-on-tone pattern.



PLANET COLLECTION

LUNAR 15”

TERRAS 15”

BKLUN15-VM
8020252161221

33 x 45 x 11 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

BKLUN15-B
8020252161207

BKLUN15-BK
8020252118331

BKTER15-B
8020252161245

33 x 47 x 17 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

BKTER15-BK
8020252118454

PLANET COLLECTION

BKTER15-CAM-B
8020252118478

BKTER15-CAM-VM
8020252118515

TERRAS CAMOUFLAGE 15”

MARTEM 15”BKMAR15-BK
8020252118423

BKMAR15-B
8020252118393

BKTER15-CAM-G
8020252118492

33 x 47 x 17 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

33 x 47 x 17 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”
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Contemporary designer 
backpack for 15.6” laptops 
and 16” MacBooks. Made with 
high-density fabric, the Lunar 
backpack’s pockets are very well 
organized. 

Contemporary designer 
backpack for 15.6” laptops 
and 16” MacBooks. Made with 
high-density fabric, the Terras 
backpack’s pockets are very well 
organized.

Contemporary designer 
backpack for 15.6” laptops 
and 16” MacBooks, featuring 
a camouflage pattern on the 
front and sides. Made with 
high-density fabric, the Terras 
Camouflage backpack’s pockets 
are very well organized. 

Contemporary designer 
backpack for 15.6” laptops 
and 16” MacBooks. Made with 
high-density fabric, the Martem 
backpack is very well organized, 
both inside and out.  



MODO COLLECTION
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The Modo bag and backpacks 
showcase a sporty-business design. 
Created in nylon and neoprene, these 
products feature a host of fun and 
useful accessories like the extractable 
rain cover, the neoprene pouch or 
the interchangeable, colored silicone 
zipper pulls.
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MODO COLLECTION

BMDOB-BK
8020252063365

BMDOKS-BK
8020252080355

BMDOKS-B
8020252094970

BMDOKS-R
8020252080379

BMDOK-BK
8020252063389

BMDOK-B
8020252094956

BAG 15”

BACKPACK 13”

BACKPACK 15”

44 x 29 x 9 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 14”

36 x 28,5 x 13 cm
MacBook Air 13”,
MacBook Pro 13”,
Laptop 13”

42 x 29 x 15 cm
MacBook Pro 16”,
Laptop 15.6”

41 

MODO COLLECTION

Business/sports backpack made 
of nylon with a neoprene base 
and a pocket for MacBooks 16”, 
equipped with our Anti-Shock 
System for added protection. 
Adjustable and detachable 
shoulder strap.

Business/sports backpack made 
of nylon with a neoprene base 
and a pocket for MacBooks 
up to 13”.  Equipped with our 
Anti-shock System to protect your 
laptop.

Business/sports backpack made 
of nylon with a neoprene base 
and a pocket for MacBooks 
up to 16”.  Equipped with our 
Anti-shock System to protect your 
laptop.
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TUGÒ COLLECTION
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Spacious, functional and aesthetically 
pleasing, Tugò backpacks and trolleys 
are the ideal luggage not only for the 
seasoned tourist but also for business 
travelers. Perfect for both long and 
short trips. The Tugò collection’s 
understated colors contrast with the 
more vibrant colors of the linings.
A studied play of subdued and bright.
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TUGÒ COLLECTION

TROLLEY MEDIUM

TROLLEY SMALL

BTRTUG-S-B
8020252063617

36 x 53 x 20 cm

BTRTUG-S-BK
8020252063631

BTRTUG-M-B
8020252063679

36 x 63 x 20 cm

BTRTUG-M-BK
8020252063594

TUGÒ COLLECTION

ZAINO 20L

ZAINO 38L

BKTUG-M-B
8020252058347

BKTUG-M-V
8020252058361

30 x 40 x 15 cm
Laptop 15.6”

BKTUG-M-BK
8020252058293

BKTUG-L-B
8020252058255

BKTUG-L-V
8020252058279

35 x 55 x 20 cm
Laptop 17”

BKTUG-L-BK
8020252057708

45 

Two-wheeled hold luggage 
in durable, waterproof fabric. 
Base and back panel made of 
thermoformed material.

Two-wheeled carry-on trolley 
in durable, waterproof fabric. 
Base and back panel made of 
thermoformed material.

Modern, carry-on backpack 
that complies with the airlines 
regulations regarding the 
allowable sizes for cabin 
luggage. It features a roomy 
interior compartment with a 
separate compartment for your 
digital devices. The double 
handle and adjustable straps 
mean excellent portability.

Modern, carry-on backpack 
that complies with the airlines 
regulations regarding the 
allowable sizes for cabin 
luggage. It features a roomy 
interior compartment with a 
separate compartment for your 
digital devices. The double 
handle and adjustable straps 
mean excellent portability.


